Young solar-type stars grow through the accretion of material from the circumstellar disk during pre-main sequence (PMS) evolution. The ultraviolet radiation generated in this process plays a key role in the chemistry and evolution of young planetary disks. In particular, the hydrogen Lyman-α line (Lyα) etches the disk surface by driving photoevaporative flows that control disk evolution.
Introduction
Solar-like pre-main sequence stars or T Tauri stars (TTSs) are complex dynamical systems made of two basic components, star and accretion disk. Stellar magnetospheres play a key role as dissipative interfaces between the star and the disk (Gómez de Castro 2013). They absorb and reprocess part of the angular momentum excess of the infalling material and channel the flow into the open holes of the stellar magnetic configuration (Ghosh & Lamb, 1979 , Konigl 1991 , Romanova et al. 2012 . Ultraviolet (UV) radiation from the magnetosphere-atmosphere-outflow ensemble is strong in TTSs, reaching values up to 50 times the main sequence luminosities (Gómez de Castro & Marcos-Arenal 2012, Ardila et al. 2013 ). This UV excess has a profound impact on the evolution of young planetary disks.
The lifetime, spatial distribution, and composition of gas and dust of young (age < 30 Myr) circumstellar (CS) disks are important properties for understanding the formation and evolution of extrasolar planetary systems. Disk gas regulates planetary migration (Armitage et al. 2002 , Trilling et al. 2002 and the migration timescale is sensitive to the specifics of the disk surface density distribution and dissipation timescale (Armitage et al. 2007 ). Moreover, the time available for planetary embryos to coalesce cores and accrete gaseous envelopes is strictly limited by the 1-10 Myr lifetime of their parent disk (Alexander & Armitage, 2009 , Hernandez et al., 2007 . Some 80% of the FUV photons incident on the disk surface are Lyα (Herczeg et al. 2004 and CS disks are comprised primarily of H 2 molecules that efficiently absorb the Lyα photons, producing the subsequent electron cascade and radiation that serves as the most sensitive diagnostic of the molecular gas in the disk surface (e.g., Herczeg et al. 2006 . H 2 emission is observed in all accreting TTSs, including those with transitional disks. In some sources H 2 emission is produced in the -4 -outflow but in most of them emission originates within the innermost 3 AU of the disk . The H 2 flux decreases as disks lose their gas. Gas removal is driven by the absorption of stellar UV photons that heat the gas leading to the generation of photoevaporative flows; however, models are uncertain at the order of magnitude level (Gorti et al. 2009 , Alexander et al. 2014 . The comparison between theoretical predictions and actual observations reinforce this evaluation. The dust disk clearing timescale is expected to be 2-4 Myr (Alexander et al. 2006 , Hernandez et al., 2007 , however recent results indicate that inner molecular disks can persist to ages ∼ 10 Myr in TTSs , Ingleby et al. 2011 , Salyk et al. 2009 ).
A major source of uncertainty is the impact of obscuration by the accretion flow on disk irradiation. Lyα photons are primarily produced by the stellar/magnetosphere complex and therefore, they can be absorbed by the infalling neutral gas. To date, no observations have tracked the propagation of the accretion flow and the subsequent level of disk irradiation.
In a generic TTS, it is unfeasible to separate a single accretion event; accretion occurs at a rather regular pace. However, this is not so in some types of PMS close binaries; systems composed of two equal mass stars in highly eccentricity orbits experience a significant enhancement of mass infall during the periastron passage (Gómez de Castro et al. 2013, hereafter Paper I) . Therefore, accretion events are predictable and can be properly timed.
Recognising that such systems could be used as a laboratory to study the effect of accretion flows on disk irradiation, our team undertook observations of the AK Sco system. AK Sco is composed of two F5 type stars in an eccentric orbit that get as close as 11 stellar radii at periastron passage (see Table 1 ). The stellar atmospheres show evidence of the disturbances induced by the tide (Gómez de Castro, 2009) . The circumbinary disk is resolved in the infrared (H-band); the visibility profiles have been interpreted using a ring model and provide a radius of 0.58 ± 0.04 AU for the ring that seems coplanar to the binary orbit (Anthonioz et al. 2015) . These observations are in excellent agreement with the theoretical -5 -model of the system (Paper I); the high eccentricity of the orbit, together with the similar masses of both components creates a bar-like potential that distorts the inner part of the circumbinary disk and creates an inner cavity of radius roughly three times the semimajor axis (A). Our team tracked the system during periastron passage in the UV with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS) instrument on board the Hubble Space Telescope. The spectral range was selected to be sensitive to the presence of molecular gas close to the star (H 2 ), as well as to atomic plasma radiation, produced by the accretion flow, that excites the molecular lines.
Observations and analysis
AK Sco was tracked during the periastron passage (phase 0.992 to 1.023) in August 2014, using gratings G130M and G160M (R=17,000). Bright H 2 fluorescent emission lines were detected, similar to all other accreting classical TTSs . The lines have Gaussian-like symmetric profiles with suprathermal widths (Gaussian FWHM ranges from 63-69 km s −1 ) implying that the line broadening is dominated by macroscopic motions.
The line centres remained approximately constant over the course of the observations. The small observed variations (10 km s −1 ) can be attributed to zero-point uncertainties in the COS wavelength solution introduced by the re-acquisition of AK Sco on subsequent orbits.
To study the temporal evolution of the H 2 emission near periastron, we focused on four lines from the brightest H 2 progression, the (1 -6) R(3) 1431Å (1 -6) P(5) 1446Å (1 -7) R(3) 1489Å and (1-7) P(5) 1504Å emission lines of the [1,4] progression. The lines are consistent with an origin in an optically thin hot (T∼ 2500 K) molecular gas without significant reddening effects across the 75Å spanned by these lines.
The H 2 light curve is calculated in two ways to control for systematic effects introduced by the choice of analysis technique. The spectra were subdivided into time bins and propagating from there. We propagated these errors through the background subtraction that yielded count rate measurements. For the continuum subtraction, we used a maximum-likelihood method assuming Gaussian errors to compute the fit and estimate associated errors on fit parameters. These fit uncertainties are then propagated through the continuum subtraction. For absolute flux measurements, we neglect any flux calibration error. The absolute flux calibrations of COS and STIS are expected to be accurate within 5% (Bostroem. and Proffitt, 2011; Debes et al., 2015) . We show the light curves from both flux measurement approaches as the orange and grey points, respectively, in Figure 1 (top, left panel). We observe a significant decrease in the H 2 light curve during periastron passage, extending from approximately -0.003 -+0.015 (5.9 hours), with a maximum flux decrement of 10% at phase 0.002.
Continuum subtracted fluxes have been computed for some high SNR lines in the spectrum (C IV, Si IV, N V, Si III, C III). The drop detected in the H 2 flux is not observed in the rest of the tracers, neither in the spectral lines nor the continuum. Therefore the -7 -decrease in the H 2 light curve is unlikely to be caused by extinction effects such as the passage of a dusty cloud through the line of sight.
Interpretation. Evidence of occultation by an infalling gas stream
There are three possible causes of the drop in the H 2 flux:
• A drop in the Lyα flux.
• A variation in the H 2 distribution.
• Disk shadowing by transient gas close to the star that absorbs Lyα photons.
The H 2 time behaviour is markedly different from the behaviour of the atomic emission lines observed simultaneously by COS, which are flat at phase ≤ 0.000 and then rise by 1015% between 0.002 and 0.024 (see Figure 1 ). Only C IV shows a markedly different behaviour with a significant rising at the time the H 2 flux decreases. Therefore, the H 2 flux decrement cannot be associated with a drop of the intrinsic stellar Lyα flux.
Another possibility is that the total surface of H 2 molecules collecting Lyα photons has decreased due to the enhancement of accretion at periastron. As the Lyα flux pumping the H 2 molecules varies as r −2 , one might expect that a fast re-distribution of CS matter could account for the 10% variability. However, the numerical simulations run by our team show a rather stable configuration around the periastron passage. In the simulations, the gas flow is described by the Euler equations assuming an adiabatic equation of state (see Paper I for full details); a constant accretion rate of 0.5 × 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 through the circumbinary disk is assumed in agreement with the thresholds derived from the infrared observations of the disk (Alencar et al. 2003) . The bar-like potential produced by the orbit distorts the inner part of the circumbinary disk and evacuates an inner cavity of radius roughly three times -8 -the semimajor axis (A). The system works like a gravitational piston, matter is dragged into the cavity mainly during the apastron leading to the formation of circumstellar disks around each component. At periastron, the circumstellar structures contact each other leading to an accretion outburst; the accretion rate onto the stars varies with the orbit.
During the short time lapse monitored with HST, numerical simulations predict a variation of the accretion rate by a factor of ∼ 5 (see Fig. 2 ) however, the mass flow proceeds along the CS spiral structures without significantly altering the overall molecular gas distribution. This is shown in Fig. 3 , where the variation of the geometric cross section of the CS matter to Lyα photons within the disk cavity (inner 3A) is plotted. This cross section Ω is calculated as,
where S 1 (r 1 ) being the surface area within radius r 1 and radius r 1 + δr around star 1 that contains gas to the numerical sensitivity of the code (ρ = 10 −14 g cm −3 ) and θ is the incidence angle of the stellar radiation at r 1 (tan(θ) = 1.3R * /r 1 ). The same definitions apply to star 2. The cross section from both stars is added together, allowing for a balance factor, η, since Lyα luminosities and accretion rates may not be the same for both sources.
Therefore, the source of the variations is, most likely, the head of the accretion flow located very close to the star that covers a significant solid angle of the stellar surface (and the corresponding Lyα flux), partially shading the disk from Lyα photons. Notice that the filament density must be low (or it must be devoid of dust) since the drop in H 2 flux is not accompanied by a decrease in the flux of nearby spectral lines (see Fig. 1 ). Dust associated extinction would have affected all spectral tracers.
Given the high optical depth of the Lyα line, thin clouds could be opaque to the Lyα photons while producing a negligible effect in the rest of the spectral tracers; hydrogen column densities as low as 5 × 10 17 cm −2 suffice to block the stellar Lyα flux. The 10% -9 -drop in flux lasts 5.9 h which is compatible with the free-fall time of matter from 3 R * for the parameters of the numerical simulations. Note that on these scales the gas dynamics is dominated by the stellar gravitational field, as is clearly shown by the distribution of the CS matter in the simulations (see Fig. 2 ).
The computational grid in our numerical code has a resolution of 0.2 R * and an inner boundary of radius 2R * around each star. As a result, it does not reach the small scales inferred above. Therefore, we developed a simple model to track the flow of a mass stream within these close distances and produce simulated light curves as output. In doing so, we neglected magnetic effects. This is a reasonable assumption since AK Sco's components are F5 type and no signatures of strong magnetic fields have been detected (see Paper I). We have assumed that the infalling gas is shaped as a cylindrical filament or stream opaque to Lyα photons at all points. The column density of N H > 5 × 10 17 cm −2 required for near total opacity is easily satisfied by any gas filament in the CS environment according to our simulations.
Our model uses the analytical solution of the two-body problem and adopts for the conserved constants, angular momentum per unit mass, h, and total energy per unit mass, ǫ, the values provided by the numerical simulations at 3 R * . The kinematics is described by two components: rotation around the star (V θ ) and radial infall (V r ) with,
with r representing the distance to the stellar center, and
-10 -with M * representing the stellar mass and G the gravitational constant; the mass of the filament has been considered negligible compared to the stellar mass. Angular momentum conservation during the fall drives the azimutal motion and makes the infalling stream to occult an increasing fraction of the stellar surface while falling. This simple model fits the data well, as displayed in Fig. 4 ; in the top panel the filament trajectory is drawn and in the bottom panel the best fitting light curve is superimposed to the observed light curve. The model light curve corresponds to the occultation of the stellar disk by a filament of length ∼3 R * . The time is 15,330 s and from end to end, the trajectory subtends 1.37 radians on the stellar surface assuming that matter falls onto the stellar equator. Notice that the light curve is slightly asymmetric since the curvature of the trajectory increases as matter approaches the stellar surface. This slight asymmetry is also noticeable in the data.
In the model, two extreme assumptions have been tested concerning the solid angle subtended by the filament; they are represented with solid and dashed lines in Fig. 4 . The solid line takes into account that the shadow produced by the filament depends on the distance to the star since the width of the shadow projected by the filament on the surface increases as the filament approaches the surface. The dashed line model represents also the shadowing but assuming that the filament transverse section decreases as it approaches the star as r −2 . This is a reasonable assumption if the gas were trapped in a flux tube within which the continuity equation is satisfied. The curves are significantly different, pointing out that the light curve can be used to characterise the properties of the flow. Our observations are best fitted by the first option as shown in Fig. 4 . Note that mass infall is assumed to proceed nearly simultaneously in both sources as in Fig. 2 .
From the maximum depth of the H 2 absorption in the light curve, the angular size of the filament, perpendicular to the trajectory, can be determined. Shading the Lyα emission by a ∼ 10% requires that a total solid angle of 0.628 rad 2 is occulted by the diffuse infalling -11 -gas. Since the extent of the filament along the trajectory is known (and well determined by the duration of the occultation), the extent perpendicular to the trajectory is estimated to be 0.32 rad (18. o 1). If the filament is assumed to be cylindrical, the shock on the stellar surface would cover 1.2% of the visible hemisphere at the impact point; since the star rotates at a rate of vsini = 18.5 ± 1.9 km s −1 (or 1.81 × 10 −5 s −1 ) the total shocked surface is slightly larger because the head of the filament falls 0.14 rad ahead of the tail on the stellar surface. This size of the accretion spot is in good agreement with measurements for other PMS stars (Donati et al., 2008 , though probably represents an upper limit since close to the surface the action of the magnetic field will channel the flow into thin shells or curtains of falling particles.
Finally, note that the UV radiance at the point of impact must increase by a factor of ∼ 10 to account for the 10-20% (depending on the tracer) increase of the UV emission (line and continuum) following the end of the H 2 flux drop (see light curves in Figure 1 ). The
Lyα line is not seen to rise with the rest of the tracers but this is an expected behaviour given the high optical depth of the line (see i. e. France et al. 2014 ) and the theoretical predictions for UV radiation from accretion shocks (Calvet & Gullbring, 1998 , Gomez de Castro & Lamzin, 1999 .
Conclusions
We have observed the highly eccentric, pre-main-sequence binary system AK Sco during the very close (11 stellar radii) passage of its two F5 component stars at periapsis.
Coincident with this passage, we measured a marked 10% decrease in the H 2 emission from the disk and determined that the best explanation for this flux drop is the passage of an accreting filament of gas that shades some of the H 2 molecules on the disk surface from the stellar Lyα photons. 
